ABOUT

THE CENTER FOR ADVANCED PUBLIC SAFETY (CAPS) has developed an electronic case routing incident management enterprise system called eCrime. eCrime is an application in the MOVE suite of Law Enforcement products and it contains Uniformed Crime Reporting forms. Capturing, storing, and retrieving quality data facilitates better strategic plans to fight crime and keep citizens safe. It provides the ability to electronically:

+ Collect and Associate Data: The collection and association of incident data is entered directly into the eCrime System and stored initially on the officer’s laptop until the officer transfers the report to the central repository. Incident data includes:
  - Involved Persons
  - Vehicles
  - Offenses
+ Validate Incident Data: The real-time validation of the data significantly improves data quality. The validations are built based upon NIBRS business rules. Custom validation for local ordinances can be added.
+ Submit Report: Once completed, eCrime provides the ability to electronically submit reports to the central repository.
+ Store & Search Incident Data: Data stored in the repository is readily available for fast and easy investigations and reporting.
+ Secured Collaborative Workflow: Data stored in the repository can be electronically shared with other Investigative Officers with the officer’s prompting and permission. The officer may also electronically send a request to their Supervisor for the approval of reports and eCrime facilitates the routing of the report.

FEATURES

+ 100% compliant with the National Incident Base Reporting System (NIBRS)
+ Secure authentication access
+ Faster and more accurate persons and vehicle data with the integration of MOVE import data feature
+ Faster and more accurate location data with the integration of GPS and MAP CLICK import data feature
+ Easy and intuitive user interface
+ Templates to allow customized preset values
+ Real-time business rules validations based upon NIBRS and local ordinances
+ Data is readily available for searching, reporting, and mapping
+ Data submission to vendors, criminal justice centers, and NIBRS central data repository

Contact us: 1-866-349-CARE
care@cs.ua.edu
caps.ua.edu
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